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OOTB Program Lineup 2016/17
Mon. February 20, 2017, Meeting Guest speakers Roberta Murrant & Michael Rikley-Lancaster, Gallery
Curators, submitting your art to galleries, the selection
process. Fibre Fling briefing, RIta Rottman. Show
and tell from participants of January playdate, Creating
Textures with Anne Warburton. Members show & tell.
Sat. February 25, 2017, Colour Unboxed – last day of
the show.

May 15, 2017, Meeting Guest speaker, Hillary Rice,
Sterling, Ont. Textile and mixed media artist. Members
show and tell.
May 16 & 17, 2017, Workshop by Hilary Rice.
Saturday, June 3, 2017, Playdate - Finishing Art Day
Come and work on an art project you want to finish,
practice techniques learned in past Playdates and
receive feedback from fellow artists.
Check out the speakers' websites for inspiration &
information.

Colour Unboxed
I hope you are all pleased with the success of the show.
The curator and volunteers at the Museum are so
happy with the number of people who are visiting. On
Friday the 3rd, there had been 37 and on Saturday the
4th there had been 52 which is really great for winter
attendance.
The show will close on Feb. 25. Information about
picking up your pieces on Monday Feb. 28 will be sent
out separately.
Meredith

Mon. February 27, 2017, Colour Unboxed – Pickup art
work from the museum.

Colour Challenge Booklet

Mon. March 20, 2017, Meeting Guest speaker Sharon
Collins, Arnprior, Ont. Fibre, watercolor, mixed media
and stained glass artist. Members show and tell.

The Colour Challenge booklet will be available at the
February meeting. For current members and all Colour
Challenge participants the price is $23.00. It can be
purchased at the Museum or at Canada Beading, but
the price will be $30.00

Monday, March 6, 2017 Playdate – Bookbinding
Spike Minoque will be the Playdate Leader. In the
morning, you will be decorating papers using acrylic
paints and in the afternoon, you will make books using
the decorated paper.
Fri & Sat. April 7th and 8th, 2017, Fibre Fling,
Kitchissippi United Church
Mon. April 17, 2017, Meeting Fibre Fling debriefing,
Rita, Members show and tell.
Monday, April 24, 2017 Playdate – Jewelry Making
Techniques, Sandy Goldsmith will be the Playdate
Leader. Sandy will demonstrate how to make a piece of
jewelry and you will be making a piece of jewelry to
take home.

Copyright for all images of original art work
belongs to the artist
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Playdate Information
Members

for

OOTB

What is a Playdate
A Playdate is a date with your artistic self. It is an
opportunity for our members to gather, practice art and
share ideas. Each Playdate starts with a practice
exercise led by an OOTB member. The exercise
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consists of design, creativity, and techniques that the
Playdate leader uses in his or her art. Playdate
participants can choose to participate in the exercises
or work on their own projects.
Where, How Many, Time and Cost
Playdates are held at the Kitchissippi United Church
630 Island Park Drive, Ottawa. The hall entrance is the
second door on the side facing the 417. There is fee
parking in designated areas and members can bring a
lunch to eat in a communal kitchen. Tea, coffee, and
milk is provided.
Six Playdates are organized per year.
Playdates start at 9:30 and finish at 3:30.
The cost for each Playdate is $10.00 or $25.00 for
three Playdates. OOTB policy is that Playdate fees are
non-refundable but members may find another member
or non-member to take their place. There maybe a
small material fee between $5 and $10 for specific
Playdates for materials a Playdate Leader brings for
participants to use.
You can register for Playdates at the monthly
members meeting or by emailing Veronique
Lapierre at verolapierre1205@gmail.com
THE NEXT THREE PLAYDATES ARE:
MONDAY, MARCH 6, 2017 BOOKBINDING
Spike Minoque will be the Playdate Leader. In the
morning, you will be decorating papers using acrylic
paints and in the afternoon, you will make books using
the decorated paper.
MONDAY, APRIL 24, 2017 JEWELRY MAKING
TECKNIQUES
Sandy Goldsmith will be the Playdate Leader. Sandy
will demonstrate how to make a piece of jewelry and
you will be making apiece of jewelry to take home.
SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 2017 FINISHING ART DAY
Come and work on an art project you want to finish,
practice techniques learned in past Playdates and
receive feedback from fellow artists.

Fibre Fling 6
We have two months to pull off another fabulous and
fantastic Fibre Fling that helps raise funds for the
Stephen Lewis Foundation and OOTB members earn
commission on sales from our show and sales area.
The show is April 7-8. Art work and sales items will be
brought to the church on Wednesday evening, April 5
between 5pm-7:30pm. Set up of the show will be on
Thursday.
We will need volunteers for all of these times. Cheryl
Ford will have sign-up sheets at the February and
March meetings. Something new this year is that we
will be asking for those of you who like to bake to
provide cookies/bars for the church. Some of these will
go into the volunteer room.
While we encourage new work, (you newer members
can exhibit some of your older work as long as it has
not been in a previous Fibre Fling), art work that
appeared at the Textile Museum show can be exhibited
as well as work from the Stittsville Library show. The
proviso is that it has not appeared in a previous Fibre
Fling.
We need all sizes of work, soft and hard, 3-D and free
standing. Some of you do wonderful clothing. Maybe
the idea of 20th anniversary will spark something for
you. Each member can enter up to 4 pieces in the show
portion and up to 50 items in the sales area. Work in
the show can be NFS (not for sale). If it is for sale, there
are two primary distinctions of the two areas, price and
when the buyer can take the item. Generally, the higher
priced and one of a kind work will be in the show area
and the multiple type items in the sales area. From the
show area, work goes to the buyer at the end of the
show. If someone purchases items from the sales area,
they go with the buyer at the time of the purchase.
If you wonder whether your work qualifies for the show,
remember that it must have fibre in the construction of
the piece. It can’t just be the canvas base. Stitching
and/or visible fibre must be in the main part of the
piece. And yes, paper is fibre. We would also accept
pieces made with traditional fibre techniques but using
non-traditional materials.

March, April, June Playdates cost $10.00 per Playdate
or $25.00 for the three Playdates. There maybe a small
material costs between $5.00 and $10.00 for specific
Playdates.

Rack cards and posters have been ordered and will be
available for you to pick up at the February 20th
meeting. Helen Gordon did another excellent job.

You can register for Playdates at the monthly
members meeting or by emailing Veronique
Lapierre at verolapierre1205@gmail.com

Since this is the 20th anniversary of OOTB, one way to
celebrate is that we have invited four of the original
members to exhibit some of their work. These four
artists have taken their work and fame to a national and
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international level but OOTB helped in the development
of their career.

For more information, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Please watch your email for information that will be
coming to you later this week. That email will have
details for when and how to send your information and
photo for the labels. Susan Bicket has volunteered to
coordinate registration. Please please please read and
follow instructions. We have reasons for asking for
information in the format requested. We will not have
time to fiddle around.
Your Fibre Fling committee this year includes Rita
Rottman and Karen Semanski as co-chairs. Our
support members include Wendo Van Essen, Roberta
Russell, Lynn Ruff, Veronique Lapierre, Cheryl Ford,
Valerie Rochester, Susan Bicket, Sharon Johnson,
Anne Warburton, and Nancy Garrard coordinates with
the church.

The Kingston Fibre Artists’ annual
show and sale

Peta
peta@studiopeta.com

OOTB Texture Playdate
2017-01-23
Anne Warburton led a very successful playdate on
creating texture. Beginning with the premise that texture
can be real or an illusion, Anne demonstrated various
techniques and materials and provided guidance as
everyone worked on their pieces.
She began the day by discussing how a wide range of
textures can be created using various gels, pastes,
polymer, and gesso with materials such as paper,
fabric, aluminum foil, paper napkins, cardboard and
paper towels. Machine and hand stitching, appliqué,
needle weaving, felting, cardboard were also
discussed.

Art Threads, will take place at the Tett Centre for
Creativity and Learning, 370 King Street West,
Kingston, from Saturday, March 18, 2017 through
Thursday, April 13, 2017.
Out of the Box members are warmly invited to meet the
artists at the Opening Reception in the Community
Gallery on Saturday, March 18 from 2:00 to 5:00 pm.
Art Threads will showcase new work by the artists,
including art created primarily with paper. The Kingston
Fibre Artists formed in 1997 to support and encourage
creativity and innovation in contemporary fibre arts.
Many members have been creating art and exhibiting
together for the past 20 years. For more information,
including a list of members and examples of their work,
please visit
http://kingstonfibreartists.ca/
Art Threads is open Monday through Friday from 10:00
am - 6:00 pm and Saturday and Sunday from 10:00 am
to 5:00 pm. The lakeside Juniper Café at the Tett
Centre is a great place to meet up with friends before or
after the show. For directions, parking information and
café hours, please visit
http://www.tettcentre.org/location
Art Threads is made possible by the generous support
of the Ballytobin Foundation.
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In one example,
the backing from
both the printed
piece of art. In

Anne demonstrated how to separate
the front print of a serviette, and use
side and the textured backing in a
another, she revealed how kitchen
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garbage bags with odour guard can be used to create
texture. A favourite activity was learning how to make
quick name tags with card stock, aluminum foil, and
metallic paints.
Participants had lots of time to play and several
suggestions were made to hold a similar day in the
future. Thanks very much to Anne from Veronique,
Nancy, and Lynn for a great day!

Art and Astronomy
Member Janet Tulloch will be teaching an Art and
Astronomy workshop for the Ottawa School of Art Orleans campus, March 3-5, 2017. Participants will
learn how to see deep sky and closer celestial objects,
how to photograph them as well as render objects in
colour pencil. She is joined by the Ottawa Centre Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada's past president and
colour pencil artist, Gordon Webster.
Janet is also teaching a one day workshop on
Saturday, April 1st on dry needle felting that will include
colour theory and elements of design.
For more information, please visit:
http://artottawa.ca/orleans-campus
Email: osao.info@artottawa.ca
T: 613-580-2765
Ottawa School of Art - Orleans Campus, 245 Centrum
Blvd., Orleans, ON K1E 0A1

Opening The Doors To Dialogue:
A Beading Project For Healing & Reconciliation
Brought To Life By Samuel Thomas
Review by Sharon Johnson
A lone wooden door with 12 beaded panels of
strawberries and blossoms stands near the indoor
entrance to the Canada Council for the Arts. The door,
one of seven, comes from the first of 140 residential
schools opened in 1831, in Brantford, Ontario. The
doors serve as vehicles of “history transformed into art”,
as that Canada Council-funded project of dialogue,
healing, and reconciliation was brought to life through
the efforts of master beadworker Samuel Thomas.

In the 42 sessions that gathered together residential
school survivors, extended family and community
members along with representatives from the Anglican,
Presbyterian, and United churches, the beading
process facilitated the dialogues spoken and heard, and
made especially poignant by the some-times silences of
participants.
The 140 strawberries (one for each school) serve as
important symbols of “healing, moving forward, and
cleansing”, while the 138 blossoms express the sense
of ‘renewal’ and a ‘new time coming’. At the same time,
the number discrepancy between berries and blooms
points to the lack of reconciliation available to those
who did not survive the school system, and yet remain
as “part of the story” and incorporated by their absence.
Sam Thomas was interviewed on Jan 17, 2017, by Alan
Neal on CBC Radio’s All In A Day. Quotes and
information come from that. Here’s the link to the edited
podcast:http://podcast.cbc.ca/mp3/podcasts/ottallinada
y_20170117_31152.mp3
I visited the “Strawberries” door with its beaded panels
the day after the display opened, having been deeply
moved by hearing the live interview. It’s a quietly
powerful work, all the more so for knowing the
contextual story, and especially significant too because
it incorporates traditional Iroquois raised beadwork
techniques.
These
almost-lost
bead-stitching
techniques are ones that Sam Thomas and his late
mother, Lorna Thomas-Hill have been instrumental in
reviving, practicing, and teaching during the past 40
years. Thanks to their faithful and concerted efforts, the
connection of beading and healing and healing dialogue
is being passed forward to new generations along with
the power of art to convey the “message of
reconciliation” to all Canadians and to those too beyond
our borders.
More of Sam Thomas’ intriguing story and examples of
his flowers and strawberries are found at:
http://canadacouncil.ca/spotlight/2017/01/openingdoors-to-reconciliation.
You can view the “Strawberries” paneled door, gifted by
Sam Thomas to the Canada Council for the Arts, at 150
Elgin St (just south of Laurier) in the second-floor
reception area, from 7 am to 9 pm, for an indefinite
period.

Interview with Juanita Sauvé
This new chronicle titled ‘Conversation with…’ aims to
discover one of our members. Whether or not you
already ‘know’ the textile artist in question, you will for
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sure discover something new about her/him. It is
hoped that it will inspire you in your own artistic journey.
Thanks to Juanita for opening her house to me and for
participating in this Series.
Q. How and when did you start doing textile art?
In 1996, I was part of a
choir and one day the
leader of the group decided
to do a collective quilt with
the following theme: How
do woman find strength?
She asked each member to
participate.
I had hated
sewing in high school so
responded promptly with “I
don’t sew!” . But with some pressure I ended up
completing my square. That’s when I realized that
telling a story with fabric and thread was not like
hemming pants.
I next completed a fabric and
embroidery piece of my cat surrounded by flowers and
went on to complete several landscapes based on
photos of Newfoundland. This was the beginning of a
long and very interesting path…
Q. What type of textile art have you been doing, and
what are your current preferred techniques(s)?
Before stitching I worked with clay for about 15 years.
Among other things, I made tiny animals out of coloured
porcelain and did a lot of sketching so I still sketch
especially when trying out ideas. The sketching really
helps me to visualize my ideas especially if I am not
starting with a photo.
For many years I created hand
stitched art quilts, over time
adding
embroidery,
paint,
embellishments, stamping or sun
printing.
In recent years I
purchased a sewing machine and
am learning how to do free motion
machine embroidery but still
prefer
the
hand
stitching.
Discovering fusible made my work a lot easier (I have a
preference for the Misty Fuse brand because it is thin,
easy to stitch and does not gum up your needle when
machine stitching). Recent work also includes small
hand embroideries and of course, my tiny necklaces. I
have recently fallen in love with needle felting and as I
go forward, you will find more of it incorporated in my
art.
Since I became member of OOTB, five or six years
ago, I learned a lot of techniques through the courses,
workshops and playdates offered. I also did a few
courses here and there and participated in quilting
5

retreats with friends but I am mainly self-taught. My
learning comes also from books, from the magazine
Quilting Arts (which I am a subscriber), from other
people’s work and from the multitude of amazing blogs
available on the internet.
Q. What inspires you?
When looking for subjects for my art, I find myself
drawn more to the natural environment rather than
“human made stuff”… maybe later! Nature, the outdoor
and social justice are my main source of inspiration as
well as my many photos. I have a soft spot for East
Coast (I go hiking in Cape Breton every September)
and Newfoundland.

Q. How do you go about going from inspiration to
completing a piece (your creative process)?
I am a very spontaneous artist and often start a project
with the thought of the moment. For the bigger pieces,
I do some planning ahead and often use pictures as a
departure point. I like to do two to three of those big
pieces per year, but what I call big would be small for
other! I have to say that my knowledge in sketching
and drawing come very handy when I plan a bigger
piece. As for my miniature projects (necklaces…), I
make sure that all my pieces are unique. I use different
sizes and shapes of trays to do the necklaces so I do
not feel like I am on a production line!

Q. Tell us about your studio space, and how you
organize your supplies.
Well, I am grateful for your visit Lorraine… because it
gave me a push to do a major cleanup and reorganization! I work with a lot of various fabrics but
since I do not need a lot of each, I classify the smaller
Out of the Box © 2017
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pieces in bins by colors and in plastic storage
containers for the
bigger pieces. Also,
since there is not a
day passing without
me doing something
related to art, I keep
my boxes of threads,
felt, rovings, fused
fabrics, yarns, etc. in
the living room. The
kitchen often becomes a working space too on some
occasions! I buy supplies from Michaels, The Running
Stitch, Textile Traditions, Wallacks, De Serres, Wabi
Sabi, Amazon, Etsy sellers, Canada Beading, Textile
Traditions and sometimes find frames at Ikea,
Homesense and Winners. I sometimes treat myself by
ordering hand dyed threads from Lorraine Stobie of
Colour Complements in BC. I recently tried a new
thread of hers called Petite Very Velvet which is so
velvety and comes in brilliant colours.
Q. Tell us about artists whose artwork you enjoy
very much, or has been an inspiration in your
practice.
Beside the inspiration I take from the other OOTB
members, I derive a lot of admiration for the work of
Emily Carr especially with her more abstract and curvy
period. I also admire Monika Kinner Whalen who
creates beautiful images of the prairies using free
motion
and
hand
stitching
(mysweetprairie.blogspot.ca/
and
www.mysweetprairie.ca/) and the late Heather Lear. I
also like to support other artists by buying small pieces
of work whenever I can.
Q. What are you currently doing?
I am doing some needle felting with hand stitching and
a lot of hand embroidery. I am thinking about a project
similar to my earlier piece ‘Look Up; Autumn’s Last
Hurrah’ but adding birds in flight. My most recent
motivation is finding ways to use my art, especially
embroidery, for social action.
Q. Any pearls of wisdom or advice for fellow OOTB
members?
Do not be afraid to try something new. Start from what
you know, what gives you meaning and what you like.
If you do something that you don’t really care about… it
is going to show! While participating in shows (and
especially if your art is your bread and butter), I suggest
thinking about including some smaller items in your
repertoire. It gives customers a chance to own an
affordable piece of your art. My small necklaces are my
best sellers!
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I often apply to juried exhibitions, mostly throughout
Canada, to have a better exposure of my work. “Look
Up: Autumn’s Last Hurrah” and “Sunset Over
Cavendish Beach” were part of the Fibre Content
Exhibition at the Burlington Art Gallery in 2016.
“Sunset” was also chosen as part of their travelling
exhibition.
Two of my pieces are also presently
travelling Ontario with Threadworks. I had two pieces
accepted into the My Heritage exhibition with Focus on
Fibre Art in Edmonton as well last year. My SAQA
Trunk show piece travelled to several states and
countries including California, Connecticut and even
Tawain.
Sometimes I think I should look for galleries or shops
where I can show new work on an ongoing basis but I
believe that the USA has more opportunities for fibre
artists than Canada does. For now I find the best place
for me to gain exposure is through temporary juried
exhibitions mostly in Canada but occasionally in the
USA.
Here are Juanita’ contacts info:
www.juanitasauveartquilts.blogspot.ca
www.juanitasauveartquilts.com (under reconstruction)
On Instagram at juanitasauvefibreart
Etsy – JuanitaSauveFibreArt
Please note that a resume of this interview was
prepared by Lorraine Lacroix. The interview took
place on January 9th, 2017 at Juanita’ house. The
picture of the artist was taken by Lorraine Lacroix
while the other pictures were provided by the artist.

Ruler Work and Thread Tension
Issues
By Pat Hardie
Recently I was looking for ideas on what kind of design
to quilt on the 2” border of one of my art quilts when I
discovered that a special FMQ (free motion quilting)
ruler foot was now available for domestic machines.
For non-sewers, FMQ means stitching with the feed
dogs down; you move the fabric in whatever direction,
not the sewing machine. Being a notions junkie I had to
have one (actually 3 but that’s another story) especially
when I discovered the Paradox Zentangle design.
Problem solved or so I thought. Learning to free motion
quilt using a ruler & special foot brought all sorts of
challenges, one of which had me researching the in’s
and out’s of thread tension. Not wildly exciting I know
but here’s a basic list of things to consider when
threadissues arrive.
1. Check your needle. Correct size/type for the task?
Replace it.
Out of the Box © 2017
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2. Rethread the needle as sometimes the thread has
jumped the take up
lever
3. Check that bobbin thread is feeding correctly.
4. Remove lint or thread caught in needle plate, needle
tension disk, &
bobbin.
5. Adjust tension. Specialty threads & FMQ require
certain settings.

6. When all else fails, take a break & consult your
machine’s manual. You just never know what you
might learn. For example I never noticed that my
bobbin cover has a magnifier in it. Or, how about when using twin needles, put each thread on opposing
sides of the tension disk .For the most part I use very
thin thread in my bobbin. Possibly it’s too loose. A
simple test is to hold the bobbin & casing in one hand
and the thread in another. Pulling the thread should not
be a tug of war nor should it unravel easily. Not always
easy to determine the perfect tension. And of course
top loading bobbins don’t necessarily stand the test of
being ‘dangled’.
In my sleuthing about all of this, I encountered differing
opinions. Here are just three of them.






Monofilament thread in the bobbin? Don’t do it.
“But why not?” I ask. The clue seems to lie in
the fact that this thread stretches. The secret is
to wind the bobbin very slowly so as not to
stretch the thread. Makes sense to me.
Always adjust the top or bottom tension first?
Take your pick. I suppose that fiddling with the
top is easier than hauling out the bobbin & case
to check it. But common sense should prevail
given the test you’ve done & the thickness of
threads being used.
Eye lashes on the wrong side? Could be a
tension issue but check your speed when
rounding corners & slow down.

Perhaps I’ll write another article detailing my
adventures in learning how to free motion quilt with
rulers. But one thing I will mention right now is that a
clear ruler foot allows for better vision compared to the
metal version. And now you know why I have 3 ruler
feet for two machines. Oh and by the way, although I
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love the Twisted Square Zentangle design and the idea
of using rulers, in the end I used neither for the art quilt
border <sigh>
In the meantime I leave you with the following
references in case you want to know more.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EdymNdOlso&list=
PL1m3VMFNLxGBAKChD2vrM9aejLjXyiHmV&index=4
12 minute video covering the basics including ruler
work with templates. Demo of stitching without a foot
(this is dangerous of course) to show a perfect
tension.Other videos cover the usage of Westalee
templates
http://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/sewingmachine-tension.html
Covers the basics as well as
specialty thread adjustments.
Other problems
(breaking needles/thread, skipped stitches, thread
nests) as well as basic maintenance.
http://www.freemotionquiltingadventures.com/2015/12/q
uilting-with-rulers-paradox.html
-Zentangle
Pursuit
Curve/Twisted Square, Triangle

Top 10 Collage Principles
DVD with Seth Apter
I’m always interested in learning
more about collage techniques, and
Seth Apter is considered to be a
leader in the art of collage. OOTB
members
who
attended
his
workshop last year spoke highly of
his expertise, so I jumped at the
chance to borrow this recent
addition to the OOTB library.
I elected to view the whole DVD in one session, which
took approximately two hours. It is well organized and
people can watch one chapter at a time if they prefer.
Viewers can work along as each principle is explained
and can compare their efforts with those demonstrated
by Apter. The welcome chapter identifies the materials
that will be used in each chapter, so you can organize
your supplies and start experimenting.
The DVD begins with a welcome talk that explains the
approach and goals of the session, followed by
chapters on each of the principles.
The initial
discussions focus on preparing substrates and the
importance of composition. Apter’s approach of taking
a particular element such as contrasting, overlapping,
highlighting, separating, etc. and explaining how each
works within a composition is especially helpful.
I found this DVD very informative and easy to follow.
The basic premise is to let go and create. If you get
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stuck with your piece, review the principles again to
move your composition forward. The idea is to have
fun exploring the principles and learn how to
apply them. The DVD is definitely worth viewing as the
ideas and demos can be applied to a variety of fibre art
activities. Nancy S.
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Open (Sally Rutherford & Nancy Garrard)
Lynn Ruff, Roberta Russell, Madeleine
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Treasurer
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Open (Sally Rutherford)
Newsletter
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581 Bank Street at Pretoria
Ave. For Yarn, Sewing
Machines & Sergers
Tel (613) 237-8008

474 Hazeldean Road Kanata
For Yarn and Fibres
Tel (613) 831-8027
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